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ON THE GENERATION OF ONE-RELATOR GROUPS (l )
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ABSTRACT. This paper is concerned with obtaining information about the

Nielsen equivalence classes and T-systems of certain two-generator HNN groups,

and in particular of certain two-generator one-relator groups. The theorems pre-

sented here extend results of the author appearing in the Proceedings of the Second

International Conference on the Theory of Groups. In particular it is shown here
ai   —1 ßi &    —i ß

that if G = (a, t; a  vEf   a lEr • • • a sEr   a sEr) where the a- are positive, the

e,       e, e,
ßt are nonzero, Ef has the form [a *, [a *, [ • ■ • , [a   , t] • • • ] ] ] with I ex I =

|e2l = • • • = \er\ = 1, then in a large number of cases G has one Nielsen equiva-

lence class.   Similar results are also obtained for certain groups with more than

one relator.   A fair proportion of the paper is given to developing a method for

reducing pairs of elements in iflVJV groups.   This method has some of the features

of Nielsen's reduction theorem for free groups.   One  other interesting result

obtained here is that a one-relator group with torsion which has one T-system is

Hopfian.   The early part of the paper is discursive.   It contains most of the known

results concerning T-systems of one-relator groups, and highlights several open

problems, some of which have been raised by other authors.

The paper is divided into three sections. The first section is fairly informal

and contains all the main results. The second section is devoted to proving two

reduction theorems used in § 1. The third section is given to establishing that

various groups satisfy conditions enumerated in § 1. (These conditions ensure that

one can determine the Nielsen equivalence classes of certain HNN extensions of

the groups in question.) Each section is subdivided, and has a short introduction

explaining its contents more fully.

The standard reference for notation and background material used through-

out this paper will be the book [12] by Magnus, Karrass and Solitar.  Additional

concepts and notation will be needed as follows.  Let G be a group.  If A is a sub-
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set of G then sgp A will denote the subgroup of G generated by A. An ordered

r-tuple {glt g2, . . . ,gr) of elements of G will be said to generate G, or to be a

generating r-tuple of G, if sgp{g1( g2.gr} = G.

Suppose G = {a, b, c, . . . ; P, Q, R, . . . >, and let W, W' be words in the

generators a, b, c, . . .   of G.  Then W = W' will mean that W and W' are the same

word.  If W and W' define the same element of G then it will be said that W is

equal to W' in G, written W = W' in G (or simply W = W' if G is understood).

The generator a oî G will be said to occur to exponent e in W if W = Sa6 T where

neither the last symbol of S nor the first symbol of T is a or a~,   If a occurs to

an exponent different from zero in W then it will be said that W involves a, or

equivalently that a occurs in W.   The number of symbols in the word W will be

called the length of W and be denoted by L{W). A word V will be said to be

more than half of W if V is a subword of W and L{V) > L{W)/2. Concepts such

as more than 5/6, exactly half etc. are defined in an analogous manner.

When a group G is given in terms of generators a, b, c, . . . and defining

relators, words in a, b, c, . . . will often be identified with the elements of G

which they represent. The context should make it clear when this identification

is being made. In particular, it will nearly always be made if G is free on a, b, c,

....  In this case the length of an element of G will be taken to be the length

of the unique freely reduced word defining that element.

The functions [  ] and sg will be needed. These are defined for a real num-

ber v as follows:   [v] is the greatest integer less than or equal to v;

( -1    if v < 0,
sgOO - \    0   if v = 0,

1    if v > 0.

Throughout the paper e (or some variation such as e', e~j, e2) will denote an

integer of modulus 1.

1.  T-systems of one-relator groups. There is a certain way of partitioning

the generating /--tuples of a group which is useful when considering the isomor-

phism and other problems. This partition is discussed in §1.1, with particular

reference to one-relator groups. It is shown that if G is a one-relator group on

r-generators having only one element in the partition then the isomorphism problem

is solvable for G in various instances. Moreover, if G has torsion then G is

Hopfian. Some open problems are also raised in §1.1.

In § 1.2 a theorem is obtained which enables one to calculate the number of

elements in the partition of the generating pairs of certain two-generator groups.

This theorem is then applied in §§1.3, 1.4, paying particular attention to one-

relator groups.
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1.1 On T-systems.   Let r be a positive integer and let G be an /--generator

group. Two generating /--tuples

g = igi,g2> • • • >£r)    and    S = tei>£2> • ■ • >g'r)

are said to be Nielsen equivalent if there is an automorphism

x¡    *■ z¡\Xx, x2, . . . , xr),      i = 1, 2, . . . , r,

of the free group Fr on x¡, x2.xr such that gj = yf(gj, g2, . . . , gr) for

i = 1, 2, . . . , r. The /--tuples g and g' are said to lie in the same T-sy stem [19]

if there is an automorphism p of G such that g' is Nielsen equivalent to pg =

ißigi), P(g2), • • • ,Pigr))-

The concept of a T-system is of importance in classifying the different

/•-generator presentations of G, and therefore has some bearing on the isomorphism

and related problems. Let (xx, x2, . . . , xr; Rx, R2, . . . , Rm > be a presentation

of the group G associated with the /--tuple g.  (That is, the kernel of the homo-

morphism of Fr onto G defined by x¡ —> g¡ for i = 1, 2, . . . , r is the normal

subgroup of Fr generated by {RX,R2.Rm}-) Then it is not difficult to

show that g' is in the same T-system as g if and only if there is an automorphism

0 of Fr such that <xx,x2.xr; îK^i), $(R2).M^m)^ is a presenta-

tion of G associated with g'. This does not in general imply that the relators in

every wi-relator presentation (x1,x2, . . . ,xr;Sx, S2, . . . , Sm) of G associated

with g' are very closely connected to the words i//(^i)> ^PiR2)."K^m)-

However, in the special case when m = 1 it follows from the Conjugacy Theorem

for Groups with One Defining Relation [12, p. 261] that St must be a conju-

gate of ^(Rj) or its inverse. Or put another way:

Lemma 1. Two one-relator presentations {xl,x2, . . . ,xr;R), <Xj, x2,

...,xr;S)ofa group G are associated with elements from the same T-sy stem

of G if and only if S is equal in Fr to the image of R or R~l under an automor-

phism of Fr.

This fact can be used to solve the isomorphism problem for G in certain in-

stances. The meaning of the isomorphism problem is the following.  Let G =

<flj, a2, . . . , a ; Px, P2, . . . , Pn > where p and n are finite, and let S be a re-

cursive set of finite presentations of groups. The isomorphism problem (IsoP) for

G (or more precisely for this presentation of G) relative to S> is the algorithmic

problem of deciding for any element of S whether or not it is a presentation of G.

Theorem 1. Let G = (xltx2, . . . ,xr;R).

(i) Suppose that if <Xj, x2, . . . , xr ; S) is a presentation of G then
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<x,, x2, . . . , xr ; R > and <Xj, x2, . . . , xr ; S) are associated with elements from

the same T-system of G.   Then IsoP is solvable for G relative to every recursive

set of one-relator presentations.

(ii) Suppose that G has one T-system. Assume that there is an element

of finite order n  {n > 1) in G, and let S be a recursive set of finite presentations

of the form <Xj,x2, . . . ,xr;P1, P2, . . . ,Pm ).  Suppose that there is an algo-

rithm which when applied to any element <Xj, x2, . . . ,xr;Pl,P2, . . . ,Pm) of

S enables one to decide for any word W in xi,x2, . . . ,xr whether or not W"

is a consequence of Pv P2, . . . ,Pm.    Then IsoP is solvable for G relative to S.

Part (i) of this theorem is well-known.   To prove it, first assume that R is

empty.  Then it follows from Theorem N3 of [12] that {xl,x2, . . . ,xs;S) is

a presentation of G if and only if either s = r and S is empty, or s = r + 1 and

S is a primitive element of Fr+ j.  Since there is an algorithm for determining

whether an element of a free group is a primitive or not [12, Theorem N2] the

result follows in this case.  Next suppose that R is primitive.  Then again by

Theorem N3 of [12], <Xj,x2, . . . , xs; S) is a presentation of G if and only if

either s = r and S is primitive or s = r — 1 and S is empty, so the result holds in

this case (using Theorem N2 of [12]).  Finally, suppose R is neither empty nor

primitive. Then by Corollary 5.14.2 of [12], Theorem N3 of [12], and Lemma 1

above, <x,,x2, . . . ,xs;S) is a presentation of G if and only if s = r and S is

equal in Fr to an automorphic image of R or R~l.  The solution of the isomor-

phism problem therefore follows using Theorem N2 of [12].

Now consider part (ii) of the theorem. Since G has elements of order n

there is a word Q such that R = Q" [12, §4.4]. Also, since G has one T-system,

an element (xl, x2, . . . , xr ; Px, P2.Pm > of S is a presentation of G if

and only if there is a cyclically reduced word S which is an automorphic image of

Q or Q~1 such that the normal subgroups of Fr generated by {Pl,P2, . . . ,Pm}

and {S"} are the same.   Now observe that if the wordsPX,P2, . . . ,Pm (assumed

nonempty and freely reduced) are consequences of a cyclically reduced word S"

then

L{S) <{n- I)"1 min {L{P,), L{P2), ..., L{Pm)}

by Newman's Spelling Theorem [20, Theorem 3]. Therefore consider the set W of

cyclically reduced words of length less than

{n - l)-1 min {L{P,), L{P2), ..., L{Pm)},

and let U be the subset of W consisting of those words whose nth power is a con-

sequence oí {Pl,P2, . . . ,Pm}. By assumption there is an algorithm to determine
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the elements of U, and the algorithm is the same no matter which element of S

is chosen at the outset.  Let

V = {V: VG (J, each ofPl,P2,. .. ,Pm is a consequence of V}.

It follows from Magnus' solution to the word problem for one-relator groups

[12, §4.4] that there is an algorithm to determine I/, and that the algorithm is

independent of the choice of element of S (see also Corollary 1 of [20] ). Now

<Xj,x2,... ,xr;Pl,P2,..., Pm > is a presentation of G if and only if there is an ele-

ment V0 of 1/ which is an automorphic image ofR orR-1 (by Lemma 1), and the

existence of the algorithm required in part (ii) follows using Theorem N2 of [12].

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Part (i) of Theorem 1 is obviously of importance, in relation to Problem 19

of [27] (see also the first problem mentioned in [2] ). It is worth commenting that

there are groups with more than one ^-system which satisfy the assumptions of The-

orem 1 (i). An example is provided by the group G = <Xj, x2;x2 = x2 >, which

actually has infinitely many T-systems [24], [6]. It should also be pointed out

that, contrary to a conjecture of Magnus, not every one-relator group satisfies the

assumptions of Theorem l(i) ([4], [13], and §1.3 below).

If a one-relator group has one T'-system then not only can the isomorphism

problem be solved in various instances, but other important information can often

be deduced.

Theorem 2. Let G = (xt, x2, . . . , xr; R" > where n > 1, and suppose G

has one T-system.   Then G is Hopfian.

This theorem is of importance in view of the conjecture of Baumslag [1]

that every one-relator group with torsion is Hopfian.

To prove Theorem 2 it can be assumed that R is nonempty, for otherwise

the result is well-known [12, Theorem 2.13]. Moreover, it is no loss of general-

ity to assume that R is not a true power.

Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of Fr such that Fr/N is isomorphic to G.

Since G has one T-system there is an automorphism i// of Fr such that N is generated

as a normal subgroup by ipiR"). To prove the theorem, therefore, it suffices to

show that if i// j and i//2 are automorphisms of Fr and \p x iR" ) is a consequence

of \¡/2iRn), then ^¡(R) is a conjugate of \!/2(R) or its inverse.  Let ^(R) = U

and 4>2(R) = V-  Clearly it can be assumed that V is cyclically reduced, and that

no automorphic image of U has length less than U (so in particular ¿(Í/) < LiV)).

Consider first the case n > 2. If Un is a consequence of V" then by New-

man's Spelling Theorem, there are cyclic permutations 5 and T of U and Ve re-

spectively such that S" = Tn~lTxX where T=TXT2 and Tv is nonempty. Thus
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T2lX is a consequence of V". Since L{T2) + L{X) <{n - \)L{V), it follows

from Newman's Spelling Theorem that T2 1X is freely equal to the empty word,

and so Uis a cyclic permutation of V or V~l as required.

Now assume n = 2, and suppose U2 is a consequence of V2. Then New-

man's Spelling Theorem implies that there are cyclic permutations S and T of U

and Ve respectively, such that T is an initial segment of S2. Consequently T =

T'UT' and S = T'U, and U cannot be empty since it was assumed that R is not

a true power. Now U2 is a consequence of {T'UT')2 and {T'U)2, and so T'

must be empty.  For otherwise the above argument could be repeated with U in

place of U to obtain a word U where 0 < L{U) < L{U) and U2 is a consequence

of V2. And then the argument could be repeated with Ü in place of U, and so on.

Obviously this leads to a contradiction, for there are only finitely many words

having length less than that of U. The proof of the theorem is now complete.

As a corollary of the proof of Theorem 2, the following result is obtained.

Let F be a finitely generated free group and let TV be the smallest normal

subgroup of F containing the nth power, n > 1, of an element of F.   Then TV

cannot be mapped onto a proper supergroup by an automorphism of F.

This result should be compared with Theorem 22.1 of [17].

Theorem 2, when used in conjunction with results obtained in §§1.3, 1.4

below (see also Theorem 1 of [22] ), establishes the Hopficity of groups in a

class larger than that considered by Baumslag in [1].

There are several questions of interest concerning T-systems of groups in

general, and of one-relator groups in particular. Probably the most important of

these (in view of Theorems 1 and 2) is the problem of showing that every (finitely

generated) one-relator group G with torsion has one T-system.  In fact, it might

reasonably be expected that, except when the relator of G is a power of a primi-

tive, G has one Nielsen equivalence class.

A less ambitious question is prompted by the following considerations. Let

G = <x'j, x2, . . . , xr;R") and let ir{G) denote the subgroup of G generated by

the elements of finite order. Then it sometimes happens that a property which

holds for G/rr(G) also holds for G. (See, for example, Theorem 3 of [1] and

Corollary 4.13.1 of [12].) One is led to ask, therefore, whether the fact that

G/tt(G) has one Nielsen equivalence class (T-system) implies a similar conclusion

for G itself.

A third question, due to Rosenberger [25], concerns automorphisms. It is

not difficult to show that if the T-system and Nielsen equivalence class containing

a generating r-tuple g of a group G coincide, then every automorphism of G can

be represented as a free automorphism acting on g.  (The converse is also true.)

Consequently there is a homomorphism of a subgroup B of the automorphism
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group A of Fr onto the automorphism group of G. Now in general G may have

more than one Nielsen equivalence class (or what amounts here to the same thing,

more than one T-system), but can this be the case if B = AI  Rosenberger [25]

has shown the answer to be "no" if G is a one-relator group.

1.2 Nielsen equivalence classes of certain HNN groups.   The previous sub-

section shows that a determination of the Nielsen equivalence classes and T-sys-

tems of a group, particularly a one-relator group, is of considerable importance,

and this problem has received the attention of several authors (see, for example,

[4] -[6], [13], [16], [18], [19], [22] -[26] ). In this subsection a theorem is

obtained which will be used in §1.3 below to show that certain two-generator one-

relator groups with torsion have one Nielsen equivalence class. The theorem is

also applicable to some torsion free one-relator groups, as well as to certain two-

generator groups with more than one relator.

It is now well established that a fruitful approach to one-relator groups is

to use the fact that they are HNN groups, and this viewpoint will be adopted here.

It is therefore convenient to list some of the information about HNN groups which

will be needed in the sequel.

Let G = {a, b, c, . . . ,t;P,Q,R_, t~lUjt = Vf ÍJGJ)) where P, Q,

R, . . . , Uj, Vj ij GJ) are words in a, b, c, . . . , and let H = <a, b, c, . . . ;

P, Q, R, . . .). Then G is called an HNN group with base H and stable letter t

if the mapping U¡ —► V¡, j GJ, defines an isomorphism 8 of the subgroup K_ x

of H generated by the U¡ onto the subgroup Kx of H generated by the V,. It is

usual to call K_t and Kl the associated subgroups of G.   A theorem of Higman,

Neumann and Neumann [9] asserts that if G is an HNN group then His embedded

in G by the mapping a —> a,b —> b, c —> c, . . . , and so H can be regarded as a

subgroup of G in the natural way. This will be done in the sequel.

Let W be a word in the. generators a, b, c, . . . , t of G.  The t-length of W

is the number of ¿-symbols appearing in W; this number is denoted by | W |. If

\W\ = 0 then W is said to be t-free. The f-length of a pair iWl, W2) of words is

the sum \W1\+ \W2\ and is denoted by \(WV W2)\.

A word in the generators a, b, c, . . . , t of G is said to be t-reduced if and

only if it has no subword of the form t~ekte where k is r-free and belongs to

K_e. The importance of r-reduced words stems from the following result.

Britton's Lemma. Let G be an HNN group with stable letter t. A t-re-

duced word in the generators of G which involves t is not equal in G to a t-free

word.

For a proof see [3] or [14].

Given a'.word W in the generators of G it is reasonably obvious that by
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repeating finitely often the operation of replacing a subword of the form t~ekte by

6e{k), a word i/can be obtained from W, with \U\ < \W\, such that U is /-reduced

and U = W in G.   Since one of the concerns of this paper is with decidability

questions, a specific procedure for obtaining a ¿-reduced word from W will be

given. This procedure is algorithmic provided the following two conditions are

satisfed.

(i) The set J indexing the generators of K_x and Kt is finite.

(ii)   The generalized word problem is solvable for K_¡ and Kt in H; that is,

there is an algorithm to decide for any word h in a, b, c, . . . whether or not h

is equal in H to a word in the generators £/•  (F) of A"_1 {Kx) and if so for writ-

ing « in at least one way in terms of the generators.

It should be mentioned that it can and always will be assumed, regardless

of whether the rewriting of elements of Ke in terms of the generators of Ke is

algorithmic or not, that if h is a word in a, b, c, . . . which is freely equal to the

empty word then h is rewritten as the empty word in terms of the generators of

Ke.  (This is to ensure that words such as t~la~1at r-reduce to the empty

word.)

Now suppose W is a word in a, b, c, . . . , t.   Scan W from left to right

searching for a subword of the form t~ekte where k is r-free and belongs to K_e.

If no such subword exists then stop.  Otherwise choose the leftmost subword

t~€kte of W. Write k in terms of the generators of K_£ and apply the isomor-

phism 0e to get a word in the generators of Ke.  Regard this as a word k* in the

generators a, b, c, ... of H and replace the subword t~ekt€ by k*. Let W' be

the resulting word. Then W' = W in G and I W'l< \W\. Now repeat the above

procedure with W' in place of W, and so on.  After a finite number of steps a

word i/will be reached which is r-reduced and is equal to W in G.  The procedure

just described will be called t-reducing and i/will be called the t-reduced form of W.

A word in the generators of G is said to be cyclically t-reduced if all its

cyclic permutations are r-reduced. Thus if W is cyclically r-reduced then no conju-

gate of W is equal in G to a word having r-length less than that of W. It there-

fore follows from Britton's Lemma that a cyclically t-reduced word which involves

t is not equal in G to a conjugate of an element of H.

Given any word W in the generators a, b, c, . . . , t of G there is a method

for obtaining from W a cyclically ¿-reduced word V which is equal in G to a conju-

gate of W (or, as will be said, is conjugate to W in G). This method is algorithmic

if r-reducing is algorithmic.  The method is as follows.  First ¿-reduce W to obtain

U. Check whether or not UU is r-reduced.  If it is then stop.  Otherwise let S

be the initial segment of U up to and including the first i-symbol, and r-reduce

S~lUS to obtain a word U' conjugate to W in G with \U'\<\U\. Now repeat
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the procedure with U' in place of U, and so on. After a finite number of steps a

word V will be reached which is cyclically ¿-reduced and conjugate to W in G.

The word V will be called the cyclically t-reduced form of W.

A discussion of the possible Nielsen equivalence classes of two-generator HNN

groups will now be given. Precise statements and detailed proof of the results

mentioned in the following two paragraphs will be found in §2.

Suppose G is a two-generator HNN group with base H, stable letter t, and

associated subgroups K_ x and Kx. It is easy to show that any generating pair of

G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form (tX, Y) where X and Y belong to

the normal subgroup of G generated by H.   Of more significance for applications,

however, is the fact that under appropriate conditions X and Y may be assumed

to be elements of H itself.   In fact Y may be assumed to belong to H without im-

posing any further restrictions on G. (See the First Reduction Theorem in §2.2.)

On the other hand, to deduce that X can also be taken as an element of H, it is

found necessary to suppose that K_¡ and Kx are malnormal in H.   (See the

Second Reduction Theorem in §2.3. The reader is reminded that a subgroup A

of a group B is malnormal in B if for all elements b of B, b~ lAb H A =£ 1 implies

bGA.) The conclusion that X and Y may be taken as elements of H is not in

actual fact the best possible.   With very little extra effort it can be shown that Y

may actually be assumed to belong to K_ t.

Even more is true. Suppose that in addition to the assumption that K_x

and Kx are malnormal in H it is assumed that the generalized word problem is

solvable for K_x and Kx in H.  Then there is an algorithmic procedure which

when applied to any pair of words iWv W2) in the generators of G enables one

either to decide that sgp {Wv W2}^ G, or to produce a pair ith, k) with h G H

and k GK_x, where the pair ith, k) is Nielsen equivalent to iWv W2) if

sgpfW,, W2} = G.  (See §§2.2,2.3.)

The general results outlined above are applicable to two-generator one-relator

groups with torsion in which the relator has zero sum exponent on one of the

generators.  Suppose G = {a, t; R" ) where R is a cyclically reduced word involv-

ing a, t and where the exponent sum of R on t is zero, and let a¡   (i = 0, ±1,

±2,... )   denote the word t~'at'. Then, as observed by Moldavanskiï [15], if

P is the word obtained from R by rewriting it in terms of the a¡, and if m and

M are, respectively, the least and greatest integers /for which a¡ occurs in P then

G can be presented as an HNN group as follows:

G = {am,.. .,aM,t;Pn,rlait = ai+l   ii = m,...,M- 1)>.

Now the associated subgroups sgp {am, . . . , aM_ ,} and sgp {am + ,, . . . , aM}

are malnormal in the base H = <am, . . . ,aM;P") (see [20] ), and the generalized
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word problem for H relative to the associated subgroups is solvable [12, Theorem

4.14].

The situation considered here is when M -m = \. More generally, interest

will centre on noncyclic HNN groups of the form

G = (a, b, t;Rv R2,..., t~lct = d),

whereRl,R2, ... ,c,d are words in a, b and {c, d) is a generating pair of the

group H = (a, b;Rïf R2, . . .). It follows from previous discussion that if

sgp {c} and sgp {d} are malnormal in H then any generating pair of G is Nielsen

equivalent to a pair of the form {th, cß) where h EH.   Moreover, if the general-

ized word problem is solvable for sgp {c} and sgp {d} in H then there is an algor-

ithm to decide for any pair of words {Wl, W2) in a, b, t whether or not

sgp {Wl, W2} = G, provided there is an algorithm to decide which pairs of the

form {th, cß) {h EH) generate G.

Now by slightly modifying the proof of Lemma 1 of [22] it can be shown

that {th, cß) generates the group G of the previous paragraph only if c and h~ ldh

generate H.  In many instances c and h~ ldh will generate H if and only if « is

expressible in the form dscy. When this is the case it follows that any generating

pair of G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form {c6tcy, cß). The question

then arises as to which pairs of this form can generate G.  To answer this ques-

tion it suffices to assume that 7 = 6=0.  For the mapping t —► cstcy, c —*■ c,

d —► c~ydcy is easily seen to define an automorphism of G.

Suppose that for every integer A,

(1.1) sgp {c\ dx} n sgp {c} = sgp {cx}

and

(1 -2) sgp {c\ dx} n sgp {d} = sgp {dx}

and consider a pair {t, cß). Let W be a word in t, cß and dß  (= t~ 1cßt). Then

it is not difficult to see that W is equal in G to a r-reduced word of the form

hQt lhyt 2h2 - ' • t rhr where the h¡ are words in cß and dß.  This is proved by

induction on the number of r-symbols in W. If this number is zero then the re-

sult is obvious.  Assume the result holds for all words with less than s  r-symbols,

where s > 0, and suppose W = w0t 1w1t 2w2 • • • t sws.  Here the w¡ are words

in cß and dß and |5(.| = 1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , s.   If W is r-reduced the result holds.

Otherwise W has a subword of the form t~ekte where k is r-free and belongs to

K_e. Therefore, by (1.1) and (1.2), either k is equal in H to a power, cmß, ofcß (if

e= 1), or k is equal in H to apower,dnß,oidß (if e — - 1). In the former case re-

place t~ekte by dmß, and in the latter by cnß. Then in either case a word W* in
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t, cM, dß is obtained which is equal to W in G and has less i-symbols. The induc-

tive hypothesis then gives the desired result.

Now it follows from what has first been shown, together with Britton's

Lemma, that

sgp {cM, t}C\H = sgp {p», d»}.

Therefore (1.1) implies that t and cM generate G if and only if p is coprime to

the order of c; for otherwise c $. sgpíc*1, t).

It is important to observe that if it is assumed in the previous three para-

graphs that the order of c is known and that there is an algorithm to decide for

any word h in a, b whether or not h is expressible in the form dscy, then it can

be effectively decided whether or not a pair of the form ith, cß) generates G.

The above discussion motivates the introduction of the following classes of

groups.  Let H be a two-generator group, and let (c, d) be a generating pair of H.

Then H will be called an FEi}) group relative to (c, d) (or simply an FE group if

c and d are understood or if it is immaterial what c and d are) if the following

conditions are satisfied.

Condition 1.  c and d have equal order.

Condition 2.  For every integer X, sgp {cx, dx} O sgp {c} = sgp {cx} and

sgp {c\ dx} n sgp{d} = sgp{dk}.

Condition 3.   sgp {c} and sgp {d} are malnormal in H.

Condition 4. If c and h~xdh generate H then h is expressible in the form

d5cx.

Now suppose H — (a, b;R1, R2,. . . >, and suppose c, d are given as words

in a, b. Then H will be called an AFEi3) group (relative to (c, d)) if it is an FE

group and in addition the following hold.

Condition 5.   The order of c is known.

Condition 6.   There is an algorithm to determine for any word in a, b

whether or not it is expressible in the form dscx.

Condition 7.   The generalized word problem is solvable for sgp {c} and

sgp {d} in H.

Using these definitions, the above results, when combined with the general

theory discussed previously, lead to the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let H — {a, b;R1, R2,. . . > and suppose H is a nontrivial

FE group relative to (c, d). Let G = <a, b, t;Rl, R2, . . . ,t~ lct = d). Then

any generating pair of G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form (r, cM) where

(2) Free enough.

(3) The "A" stands for algorithm.
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p is coprime to the order of c. If H is an AFE group then the two-generator

problem is solvable for G.

(The two-generator problem (2GP) for a group G given by a presentation

<6j, b2, . . . , b ;Pl,P2, . . . > is the algorithmic problem of deciding for any

pair of words (Wlt W2) in bx, b2, . . . , b whether or not Wx and W2 generate G.)

1.3 Applications of Theorem 3.  In order to apply Theorem 3 it is of course

necessary to carry out a determination of FE and AFE groups.  When looking for

groups which satisfy some or all of Conditions 1—7 it is reasonable to consider

those groups which are known to be combinatorially similar to F2. Three such

classes of groups are one-relator groups with torsion, small cancellation groups and

Fuchsian groups. (These classes are not of course disjoint.)  Results are obtained

in §3 for each of these three types of groups. The results are listed here.

In the following, a certain presentation on a, b of a group H is given.  After

this is given a pair of words {c, d) in a, b which generate H.  Then it is indicated

whether H is an FE or AFE group relative to (c, d).

(1.3) {a, b;P" >, n > 1, P a cyclically reduced word involving a and b, all

the exponents to which a occurs in P have the same sign, if n = 2 then all the

exponents to which b occurs in P have the same sign; {a, b); AFE.

Let W be a word in two variables y_l andj'j. Then nonzero integers g, t\

will be called adjacent exponents in W if W = Uy\yr}_e V, where Uis either empty

or has last symbol.y_e oryZ\, and V is either empty or has first symbol either ye
_i

or y£ l.

(1.4) (a, b;Rl, R2, . . .), Rv R2, ...  are cyclically reduced, the presen-

tation satisfies the small cancellation condition C'(l/18) [11], in each relator

either all the exponents to which a occurs have the same sign or all the exponents

to which b occurs have the same sign, aK is a relator if and only if bK is, adjacent

exponents in each relator are coprime; {a^, b) where £ is coprime to the order of

a; FE, AFE if finitely presented.

If one supposes that each relator is either a positive or negative word then

C'(l/18) can be replaced by C'(l/8)in the above.

(1.5) {a, b; ap, bp, {ab)q ), 2/p + l/q < 1; (a*, b) where % is coprime to p;

FE,AFEifp>4.
As well as the triangle groups in (1.5) the Fuchsian groups with presentation

of the form (a, b; [a, b]n) {n > 1) are AFE groups. This follows from re-

sults obtained in § 1.4.

By using the groups listed above several interesting results can be deduced

from Theorem 3.  For example, using (1.3) the following can easily be verified.

If G = {a, t; {a°'lr1aßlt • • • û°sr- 1aßst)" > where n > 1, the a( are non-
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zero and have the same sign, the ßt are nonzero, if n = 2 the ßt have the same

sign, then G has one Nielsen equivalence class. Moreover, 2GP is solvable for G.

This generalizes Theorem 1 of [22]. It should be mentioned that the re-

striction n > 1 cannot be removed in general in the first part of the theorem, even

if it is only required that G have one T-system.  For Brunner [4] has shown that

if B = (a, V,ait~1a~2t) then B has infinitely many T-systems.

A proof that the group B with presentation <a, r; a3t~1a~2t) has two

generating pairs lying in different T-systems, each associated with a one-relator pre-

sentation of B, can be given as follows. Note that (a, t) and (a2, t) both generate

B, and so B has the two presentations (xp x2;x\x21x\2x2), <Xj,x2;

x¡[x\~l ,x2]2). Let gj -x\x2 lx~[2x2 and Q2 = Xj [x¡~\x2]2. If (a, t) and

(a2, t) lay in the same T-system then there would be an automorphism \jj of F2 map-

ping ßj to Q2 or Q2 ', by Lemma 1. Now necessarily, the exponent sum of i//(Xj)

on x2 would have to be zero, so that \jj would differ by an inner automorphism

from an automorphism of the form xx —► Xj, x2 —► xxx2  [12, Corollary N4].

However, no such automorphism can map Qx to Q\l, and so (a, t) and (a2, t) do

not lie in the same T-system. It should be mentioned that the fact that

<Xj, x2;Öj> and <x1( x2; Q2) are presentations of B associated with generating

pairs from different T-systems, when used in conjunction with the theorem stated

above, shows the existence of two words U and V in xv x2 such that groups with

presentations {xv x2; U" >, (xl, x2; Vn) (n > 0) are isomorphic if and only if

n = 1. (See Corollary 3 of [22].)

An argument similar to that in the previous paragraph can be used to estab-

lish the following result of McCool and Pietrowski [13].  Given a positive integer

m there are words Q1, Q2, . . . ,Qm in xv x2 such that groups with presenta-

tions <Xj, x2; Q. > (/ = 1, 2, . . . , m) are isomorphic, but there is no automor-

phism of F2 mapping Q¡ to Qjl for i ¥= j.    For example, let Q¡ =

Xj [x~[2m~l, x2]2 . Then <x1# x2; g(> is a presentation of the group G = (a, t;

a2   +1t~la~2   t). The question (raised by McCool and Pietrowski) remains

open as to whether the restriction that m be finite can be removed in the result

just quoted.

In contradistinction to the results of the previous two paragraphs there is a

large number of words R of the form

(1.6) a'V1/1/•••a'V'A

(s > 0, a¡ > 0 for / = 1, 2, . . . , s, ßt + 0 for /' = 1, 2, . . . , s) which are not

proper powers, for which a group with presentation {a, t;R) has one Nielsen

equivalence class. This can be deduced using (1.4) together with Theorem 3.  For

example, the following result can easily be proved.
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IfR has the form (1.6) and the a¡ are pairwise distinct, the ßt are pairwise

distinct, adjacent integers in the 2s-tuple {al,ß1, . . . , as, ßs) are coprime,

max {oLj + ¡ßi\ : i = 1, 2, . . . , s}       ¡

2¡L4(^+lftl) 18'

then a group with presentation (a, t;R) has one Nielsen equivalence class. More-

over, 2GP is solvable for G.

Of course, information about the Nielsen equivalence classes, and a solution

to the two-generator problem, for other groups, including many with more than

one relator, can also be obtained by using (1.4) together with Theorem 3.

The following result can be derived easily from (1.5) and Theorem 3.

If G = (a, t; ap, {at~ la%t)q ) where 2/p + 1/q < 1 and £ is coprime to p,

then any generating pair of G is Nielsen equivalent to a pair of the form {aß, t),

where p is coprime to p. Also ifp>4 then 2GP is solvable for G.

1.4 Construction of FE groups. A natural question to ask is how one may con-

struct FE groups. A method of doing this is given here.  Let H be a two-genera-

tor group generated by c and d.   Then H will be called special (relative to {c, d))

if the following holds.

Condition 8. TVo nontrivial power of c is conjugate to a power of d.

The groups listed in (1.3) and (1.4) are special.

Theorem 4. Let H = {a, b;Rv R2 • • -}and suppose a has infinite order,

and that H is a special FE group relative to {a, b). Let G = (a, b, t, Rv R2,

. . . ,t~ laet = b >.   Then G is a special FE group relative to {a, t). Moreover, if

H is a special AFE group relative to {a, b), then G {when presented on a, t) is a

special AFE group relative to {a, t).

This theorem, when combined with Theorem 3, gives an iterative procedure

for showing that certain groups have one Nielsen equivalence class.  For example,

let H0 = (a, b0; {a~eib0)n) where « > 1. Then H0 is a special AFE group rela-

tive to {a, b0) (see (1.3)) and a has infinite order by the Freiheitssatz.  It there-

fore follows from Theorem 4 that if Hx = {a, bx ; [a l, bx]n > then Ht is a

special AFE group relative to {a, bx). Moreover, Hx has one Nielsen equivalence

class, and has solvable two-generator problem, by Theorem 3. Now if H2 =

{a, b2; [a*1, [a 2, b2] ]">, then again by Theorem 4, H2 is a special AFE group

relative to {a, b2); and H2 has one Nielsen equivalence class and solvable two-

generator problem by Theorem 3. And so on.  Finally, after r steps (/ > 0) it is

concluded that if G = (a, t; [a'1, [a"2, [... , [a*, t] ...]]]">, then G has

one Nielsen equivalence class, and 2GP is solvable for G
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Let Er ir > 0) denote a word of the form [Z1, [a62, [ ..., [a6r, t] ...]]]■

Then the above argument can obviously be generalized to establish the following

theorem.

Let H = (a, b;aUlb x • • • aasb s) where the a¡ and ßt are nonzero integers,

and suppose H is a special FE group relative to (a, b). Let G = (a, t; a lE~ la lEr

• • • a SE~ la sEr).  Then G has one Nielsen equivalence class.  If H is a special

AFE group then 2GP is solvable for G.

The restriction in this theorem that H be a one-relator group can clearly be

dispensed with, provided it is assumed that a has infinite order in H. The reader

should have no difficulty in formulating a more general result if he wishes to do so.

The above theorem can obviously be used in conjunction with (1.3) and

(1.4) to generalize results obtained in §1.3.

The rest of this subsection is devoted to proving Theorem 4. Two prepara-

tory lemmas are required. The first of these is needed only briefly in the proof of

Theorem 4, but will be used more extensively in §2. The second lemma is re-

quired only for the proof of Theorem 4.

Lemma 2.  Let G be an HNN group with base H, stable letter t, and

associated subgroups K_ 1 and Kv Let X and Y be t-reduced words and let Z

be the t-reduced form of XY.  Suppose that in t-reducing XYtoZall the t-symbols

from X are removed. Let X1 be an initial segment of X.   Then X\lZis t-reduced.

Similarly, if all the t-symbols from Y are removed then ZY\X. is t-reduced,

where Yl is a terminal segment of Y.

Proof.  The second part follows from the first by considering Y~1X~1.

To prove the first part it can be assumed \Xl \ > 0 and IZ | > 0, for otherwise the

result is trivial. Suppose Xl has initial segment xr" where x is r-free and cj =

±1. Then y = gFwhere \Q\ = \X\, Q ends with t~" and XQ f-reduces to xk

where k is i-free and belongs to K_u) . Now suppose Y has initial segment yt5

where y is i-free and S = ± 1. Then Z has initial segment xkyt5 . Now Xf lZ

is r-reduced unless cj = S and ky G K_w. But if ky GK_W then y G K_u and

so co ̂  S, otherwise Y would not be r-reduced. This completes the proof.

It should be remarked that Lemma 2 could also have been proved using the

fact (which follows from Britton's Lemma) that if two words are equal in G then

their r-reduced forms have the same r-length.

Lemma 3.   Let G and H be as in the statement of Theorem 4. Let Z be a

t-reduced word involving t, and let aK be a nontrivial element of sgp {a}.   Then

Z~~ xaKZ is equal in G to an element of H if and only if Z= xtz where x and z

are t-free and x G sgp {a}.

Proof.   Sufficiency is obvious.
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To prove necessity, suppose Z~laKZ defines an element oiH, and let Z

have initial segment xr" where x is r-free and | co [ = 1. Then it follows from

Britton's Lemma that either x~ laKx E sgp {a} (if w = 1) or x~ laKx E sgp {b}

(if co = — 1).  However, the second possibility cannot hold since H satisfies Con-

dition 8. Consequently co = 1 and x G sgp {a} (by Condition 3). To complete

the proof it must be shown that Z cannot involve more than one r-symbol.  Sup-

pose, by way of contradiction, that Z has initial segment xtyt6 where y is r-free

and |5 | = 1. Then it follows again from Britton's Lemma that either y~lbeKy E

sgp{fl}(ifS = 1) ory~1beKy E sgp{¿>} (if 5 =—1). However, neither of these

possibilities can hold. The former is ruled out because H satisfies Condition 8,

and the latter cannot hold because it would require y to belong to sgp {b} (by

Condition 3), contradicting the fact that Z is r-reduced. This proves the lemma.

In order to prove Theorem 4 it is convenient to introduce a mapping e of

r-reduced words to integers as follows. Let Z be a r-reduced word. It is not

difficult to see that one of t~lZ, tZ is r-reduced.  If t~lZ is r-reduced then e(Z)

is defined to be the maximum of the set A, where

A = {r: all r-symbols from tr are removed in r-reducing trZ}.

Otherwise e(Z) is defined to be the minimum of A.

A proof of Theorem 4 will now be given. First assume that H is a special

FE group relative to {a, b). Then it will be shown that G is a special FE group

relative to {a, t).

That Condition 1 holds is clear.

Condition 2.    Let X be a nonzero integer and let W be a word in tx and

ax. Suppose that W defines an element of sgp {a}. Then since W is a word in t,

aK, bx, and since H satisfies Condition 2, an argument similar to that used in

§1.2 (following (1.2)) shows that W is equal in G to a word in ax and bx. Thus

sgp {a\ tx} C\HC sgp {a\ bx}, and so sgp {a\ tx} n sgp {a} = sgp {ax} since

sgp {a\ bx} n sgp {a} = sgp {a*}.

Now suppose that W defines an element of sgp {r}.  By considering the fac-

tor group of G by the normal subgroup generated by H it follows easily that W E

sgp {tx}. Thus sgp {a\ rx} n sgp {r} = sgp {rx}.

Condition 3. To show that sgp {a} is malnormal in G, first observe that if

g~ 1aKg E sgp {a}, where k =£ 0 and g EG, then in fact g EH.   For otherwise, by

Lemma 2,g = aath where h EH, and so g~laKg = h~1beKh and h~lbeKh G

sgp {a}. This contradicts the fact that H satisfies Condition 8. Now since g EH

and sgp {a} is malnormal in H, it follows that g E sgp {a} and so sgp {a} is mal-

normal in G

To prove that sgp {r} is malnormal in G, let If be a r-reduced word and
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suppose W   xtm W G sgp {t}, where m # 0.  By considering the factor group of G

by the normal subgroup generated by H it follows that W~xtmW = tm.   Let W1

be the r-reduced form of te{w)W.  Then Wf1rmH>1 = tm and Fl/f1rmH'1 is

r-reduced by Lemma 2 and the definition of e(W)- To complete the proof it suf-

fices to show that Wl = 1 in G. Suppose not. Then one of t~mW^itmW1,

W^1tmW1t~m is a r-reduced word involving t and yet defining an element of H,

contrary to Britton's Lemma. This is obvious if W1 involves t. On the other hand,

if Wx does not involve t then the result follows from the fact that W^ cannot

simultaneously be equal to a power of a and a power of b (by Condition 8).

Condition 4.  Let W be a r-reduced word and suppose that a and W~ltW

generate G. Then (a, W~1tW) is Nielsen equivalent to (a, t), by Theorem 3, and

so it follows from Theorem 3.9 of [12] that [a, W~ltW] is conjugate in G to

a~xbe  (= [a, t]). In particular, [a, W~1tW] is conjugate in G to an element of

H. It will be shown that this latter statement implies that W = tTaa in G for

suitable integers r, a.

Let Wt be the r-reduced form of te^W)W. Now it follows from Lemma 1

that either WxaW^x is r-reduced or W¡ » W2t~lax and W2beW2x is r-reduced.

Thus [a, IV_1rW] is conjugate in G to one of P and ß where

P = t-1W1a'1W{1tWlaW-\   ß = t-1W2b-eW21tW2beW21.

Suppose that [a, W_1rW] is conjugate to P. Then the cyclically r-reduced

form of P has r-length zero. Thus Wl is i-free, for otherwise P is cyclically r-re-

duced by Lemma 2 and the definition of e(W).  Moreover, either W^W^1 G

sgp {a} or WxaW^1 G sgp {b}. However the second of these possibilities is ex-

cluded since H satisfies Condition 8.  Thus W^W^1 G sgp {a} and so Wl G

sgp {a} (since H satisfies Condition 3).

Now suppose that [a, IV_1rlV] is conjugate to Q. Then an argument similar

to that in the previous paragraph establishes that W2 is r-free and W2 G sgp {b}.

This however is impossible, for it implies that tW1 is not r-reduced, which contra-

dicts either Lemma 2 or the definition of e(W).

Condition 8. Since a nontrivial power of t is cyclically r-reduced, it cannot

be conjugate in G to an element of H (and in particular to a power of a).  This

follows from Britton's Lemma.

Now suppose that H is an AFE group relative to (a, b). Then it is required

to show that G satisfies Conditions 5, 6, 7 relative to (a, t). That Condition 5

holds is obvious. To see that G satisfies Conditions 6 and 7 first observe that

since Condition 7 holds for H, r-reducing is algorithmic.  For the rest of the dis-

cussion W will denote a word in a, t and U will denote the r-reduced form of W.

Consider first the generalized word problem for sgp {a} in G.  Note that, by
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Britton's Lemma, W defines an element of sgp {a} only if U is r-free. Thus the

generalized word problem for sgp {a} in G reduces to the generalized word prob-

lem for sgp {a} in H, and this latter problem is solvable.

Next consider the generalized word problem for sgp {r} in G   If W defines

an element tx of sgp {t}, then it follows from Britton's Lemma that the modulus

of X is equal to the r-length of U, and that the r-reduced form V of t~xU is

r-free and defines the identity of H. Since the word problem is solvable for H,

the generalized word problem is solvable for sgp {r} in G.

Finally, consider the algorithmic problem of deciding whether or not a word

in a, t is expressible in the form tTaa. Now if W = tTaa in G then it follows from

Britton's Lemma that the modules of r is equal to the r-length of U, and that the

r-reduced form of t~TW is r-free and defines an element of sgp {a}. The required

algorithm then follows from the fact that the generalized word problem is solvable

for sgp {a} in H.

2.  The reduction theorems. The aim of this section is to give precise formu-

lations of the two reduction theorems stated informally in §1.2, and to prove

these results. The First Reduction Theorem is obtained in §2.2, and the Second

Reduction Theorem is proved in §2.3. The proofs of both results are fairly in-

volved, and a number of preliminary lemmas are required. These are obtained in

§2.1. The definition oí elementary transformation is also given in §2.1.

2.1 Preliminaries.   All the results in this subsection refer to an HNN group

G with base H, stable letter t, and associated subgroups K_ x and Kx.

Lemma 4. Let X and Y be t-reduced words.  Any one of the following

statements implies one of the other two.

(i) X is cyclically t-reduced.

(ii) XY is t-reduced.

(iii) X~lY is t-reduced.

Proof.  It can be assumed that |X| > 0 and I Y\ > 0, for otherwise the

result is obvious.  Suppose X has initial segment xf and terminal segment te x',

and Y has initial segmenter6   (5 = ±1).  Here x, x', y are r-free.  Then:

X is cyclically r-reduced unless e = — e' and xx GK_e;

XY is r-reduced unless e' = — S and x'y E K_s ;

X~lY is r-reduced unless e = 5 and x~ly EK_e.

It is now easy to see that if any two of (i), (ii), (iii) fail then the third one

does also.

The next few results concern the cyclically r-reduced form of a r-reduced

word. It should be noticed that if W is r-reduced then the cyclically r-reduced
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form of W is the r-reduced form of T~lWT, where T is an initial segment of W

and I T| < | W\/2. Moreover, T can be determined algorithmically if r-reducing is

algorithmic.

Lemma 5. Let W be a t-reduced word with cyclically t-reduced form V,

and let T be the initial segment of W such that V is the t-reduced form of

T~lWT. If T1 is a terminal segment of T then Tx Vand VTX ' are t-reduced.

Proof.   Let X be the r-reduced form of WT.  Then the r-reduced form of

T_1X is V, and all the r-symbols from T_1 are removed in r-reducing T_,X

Thus TV is r-reduced by Lemma 2, and consequently Tx V is r-reduced.

In a similar way, if Y is the r-reduced form of T-1 W then the r-reduced

form of YT is V and all the r-symbols from T are removed in r-reducing YT.

Hence VT~l, and therefore VTX l, are r-reduced. This completes the proof of

the lemma.

Another point to observe is that if the cyclically r-reduced form of a r-re-

duced word W has r-length greater than zero then the r-reduced form of W"

{n =£ 0) has an initial segment of r-length [|W|/2] + 1 identical with an initial seg-

ment of K/Sg(") and a terminal segment of r-length [|W|/2] + 1 identical with a

terminal segment of Wse^"\ This is easily proved by induction.

Lemma 6.   Let X be a cyclically t-reduced word and T a t-reduced word.

Then there is a cyclically t-reduced word XX with \XX | = |X|, and a terminal

segment T2 of T, which is either empty or has t-length greater than zero, such

that the t-reduced form ofT~ lXT is T2 lXx T2. Moreover, if t-reducing is algo-

rithmic then Xj and T2 are effectively calculable.

Proof.   By Lemma 4 one of T_1X, XT is r-reduced.  Assume for definite-

ness that XT is r-reduced.  Suppose that in r-reducing T_1{XT) exactly X

r-symbols from T-1 are removed.  Let Tx be the initial segment of T up to but

not including the (X + l)th r-symbol (if X = \T\ take Tx to be all of T) and let

T2 be the rest of T.   Let Xx be the r-reduced form of Tl~1XTl. Then

\xx i - ucr, i - ir, i - m + \tx i - ir, i - ixi.

Also, by the definition of Tv T2lXxT2 is r-reduced.  Clearly Xx is cyclically

r-reduced if |XX I = 0 or \TX \ = 0.  Suppose \Xx I > 0 and \TX \ > 0.  Then

XjT,-1 is not r-reduced.  However, TjXj is r-reduced by Lemma 2, and so Xx is

cyclically r-reduced by Lemma 4.

The second part of the lemma is obvious.

The following transformations of pairs {Wv W2) of r-reduced words will be

called elementary transformations:
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(a) interchanging Wx and W2;

(b) replacing W¡ by W¡1 for i - I, 2;

(c) replacing W¡ by the r-reduced form of one of W¡W¡, W¡W? for i + j,

and leaving W- fixed;

(d) replacing Wj and W2 by the r-reduced forms of T~1W1T, T~xW2Tre-

spectively, where J is a r-reduced word.

It is easy to see that if iW[,W'2) is obtained from (Wp W2) by a finite se-

quence of elementary transformations then sgp {W[, W2 } is conjugate to

sgpiWj, W2}.  In particular, (JVlf W2) generates G if and only if (W[, W2) does.

Lemma 7. Let Wv W2 be t-reduced words which generate G, and suppose

(W[, W2) is obtained from iWv W2) by a finite sequence of elementary transfor-

mations.   Then iWv W2) and {W[, W'2) are Nielsen equivalent.

This is easily proved by induction on the number of elementary transforma-

tions used to transform (JVp W2) to iW¡, W'2).

2.2 77ze first reduction theorem. In this subsection the following result will

be proved.

Theorem 5.  Let G be an HNN group with base H (/Y # 1), stable letter t

and associated subgroups K_ x and Kv and let iX, Y) be a pair oft-reduced words

in the generator of G.   Then iX, Y) can be transformed by a finite sequence of

elementary transformations to a pair (X, Y), where iX, Y) generates G only if

\Y\ = 0.

// t-reducing is algorithmic then there is an algorithm for obtaining for any

pair iX, Y) the pair (x, Y).

It is worth remarking, though the fact is not needed here, that if \Y\ =fc 0

then sgp {X, Y } is free of rank 2 and has trivial intersection with every conjugate

of the base.  It should also be pointed out, though again the fact is not needed,

that Theorem 5 remains true if H = 1.  In this case G is the infinite cyclic group

generated by t and any pair of r-reduced words can be transformed by a finite se-

quence of elementary transformations to a pair of the form (r , 1).

Only the first part of Theorem 5 will be proved explicitly; the proof will be

seen to provide the algorithm needed for the second part.  The reader will notice

that the proof has some similarity with the proof of Nielsen's Reduction Theorem

[12, Theorem 3.1].  I have been able to extend Nielsen's theorem to HNN groups,

but am far from convinced that the reduction procedure can be carried out in a

finite number of steps if the base group is infinite.

The idea of the proof of Theorem 5 is as follows. Since the pair iX, Y) is

arbitrary there is little one can say about the r-reduced forms of the words XY,
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X~lY, XY~l, X~lY~l. It is therefore difficult to keep a check on the deduc-

tion of a word in X and Y.  However by transforming (X, Y) one can obtain a

new pair (X, Y), with |X| > \Y\, such that the extent of r-reduction in the words

X^X-1?, XY-1, X-1?-1 is very restricted.  Specifically:

(i)  77ie words X-1?, XY~l, X-1?-1 are t-reduced, and if \Y\ > 0 then

neither all the t-symbols from X nor all the t-symbols from Y are removed in

t-reducing XY.

Furthermore:

(ii) If\Y\>0 then the cyclically t-reduced forms of X and Y have t-length

greater than zero.

It follows from (i) and (ii) that if |?| > 0 then sgp {X,Y}¥= G.   To prove

this, let / be a positive integer and let m¡, n¡  {i = 1, 2, . . . , /) be integers, non-

zero except possibly for mx and n¡. Assume that if / = 1 then either mx + 0 or

n, =£ 0, and let W be the wordXm xYn* • • • x"1'?"'.  It will be shown that if

\Y\ > 0 then the r-reduced form of W has r-length greater than zero.  Conse-

quently, by Britton's Lemma, W is not equal in G to an element of H.   Since W is

an arbitrary nonempty freely reduced word in X and Y it thus follows that

sgp {X, Y} n H = 1, and so sgp {X, Y} * G.

There are two cases to consider.

Case (a). XY is t-reduced.

In order to r-reduce W it is only necessary to r-reduce the subwords X   ',

Y '.  For if m i =£ 0 then it follows from (ii) that the r-reduced form of X   ' has

an initial segment of r-length greater than zero identical with an initial segment of

X       ', and a terminal segment of r-length greater than zero identical with a

terminal segment of Xs8 m' .  A similar comment applies to the r-reduced form of

r  ' if n¡ =£ 0. It is now easily seen (using (i)) that the r-reduced form of W has

r-length greater than zero.

Case (b). XY is not t-reduced.

Since X~lY is r-reduced it follows from Lemma 4 thatX is cyclically t-

reduced. Similarly, since YX~l is r-reduced (but Y~1X~l is not), Y is cyclically

r-reduced.  It now follows from (i) that in order to r-reduce W it is only necessary

to choose those / for which sg{m¡) = sg(n,) = 1 and replace the subword

~sg(m,.)~sg(«¿) by the r.reduced form of xY^ ajjjj choose those i for which

sg{n¡) = sg(m/+1) = - 1 and replace the subword Y*sin$X**imi+l) by the

r-reduced form of Y _1X_1.  It can now be seen that the r-length of the r-re-

duced form of W is greater than zero.

The transformation of (X, Y) to (X, Y) is done in three main stages.  In

the first stage (X, Y) is transformed to a pair {Ux, Vx) where UxlVx and
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í/j Kj ' are r-reduced.  In the second stage (Uv Vx) is transformed to a pair

(U2, V2) where U2l V2, U2V2\ U2lV2l are r-reduced. In the third stage ifJ2,

V2) is transformed to a pair (c73, V3) such that U3 ' V3, U3 V3 l, U3 ' V3 l are

r-reduced, and if \U3 \ > 0, | V3| > 0 then neither all the r-symbols from U3 nor all the

r-symbols from V3 are removed in i-reducing U3 V3. The pair (X, y)is then obtained

from iU3, V3) as follows.  In the case when the cyclically r-reduced forms of

U3 and V3 have r-length greater than zero take (X, Y) to be (U3, V3) or iV3~l,

U3 ' ) according zs\U3\>\V3\ or | U3 \ < | V3 \. Otherwise, by interchanging

U3 and V3 if necessary, it can be assumed that V3 has an initial segment T such

that the r-reduced form of T~l V3Thas r-length zero.  Then take X to be the

r-reduced form of T~1U3T and Y to be the r-reduced form of T~lV3T.

It will now be shown how to transform (X, Y) to (t/3, V3).

Stage 1.  Transformation of iX, Y) to iUv Vx).

Let ß be the initial segment of X such that the r-reduced form Xj of

Q~ lXQ is the cyclically r-reduced form of X.  Let Yt be the r-reduced form of

Q~l YQ.   Let T be the initial segment of Y¡ such that the r-reduced form Y2 of

T~lYlTis the cyclically r-reduced form of Yv By Lemma 6 there is a cyclically

r-reduced word X2 and a terminal segment T2 of T such that the r-reduced form

ofr-1Xirisr2-1X2r2. If all four words iT2lX2T2)±1Y2,iT21X2T2)±1Y2l,

are r-reduced then take (Uv Vt) to be the pair (T2~1X2T2, Y2).  Suppose that

iT21X2T2)eY2 is not r-reduced.  It follows from Lemma 5 that \T2\ = 0 so

that both T21X2T2 and Y2 are  cyclically  r-reduced.     Consequently

(r2_1X27;2)-ey|' and iT2lX2T2)eY2e' are r-reduced, by Lemma 4. Take

(i/j, Fj) to be the pair ÜT21X2T2)e, Y¡).

For Stages 2 and 3 the following lemma is needed. A pair iR, S) of r-re-

duced words is said to be of Type 1 if R~lS and RS~l are r-reduced, and is

said to be of Type 2 if R~1S, RS'1 and R'^'1 are r-reduced. The pair is said

to be of Type iA  (i = 1,2) if it is of Type i and \R\ = 0; or |5| = 0; or \R \ >

0, IS | > 0 and neither all the r-symbols from R nor all the r-symbols from S

are removed in r-reducing RS.

Lemma 8.  A pair of Type i (i = 1, 2) can be transformed to a pair of

Type iA by a finite sequence of elementary transformations.

Proof.   Suppose (/?, S) is of Type /but not of Type iA.   If all the r-sym-

bols from R are removed in r-reducing RS then transform (/?, 5) to iR, T), where

Tis the r-reduced form of RS. Then clearly RT'1 is r-reduced, andÄ_17;is

r-reduced by Lemma 2. Moreover, if i = 2 then R~1T~1 is r-reduced. Thus

iR, T) is of Type /. Note that I (i?, r)| < |(#, S)\. If all the r-symbols from S,

but not all the r-symbols from R, are removed in r-reducing RS then transform
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{R, S) to (T, S). Then \{T, S)\ < \{R, S)\, T~lS, TS~l are r-reduced and

T~1S~l is r-reduced if r = 2. Thus in either case {R, S) is transformed to a pair

{R', S') of Type i with \{R ', S')\<\ {R, S)\. If {R1, S') is not of Type iA then

repeat the above procedure with {R1, S') in place of {R, S). Continuing in this

way, after a finite number of steps a pair of Type iA will be obtained. This com-

pletes the proof.

Stage 2.  Transformation of{Ux, Vx) to {U2, V2).

By Lemma 8, {Ux, Vx) can be transformed to a pair {U, V) of Type IA.

If UVis r-reduced then take {U2, V2) to be the pair (Í/-1, V~l).

Suppose UV is not r-reduced. Then obviously \U\ > 0, I V\ > 0. Also,

since U~l V and UV ~1 are r-reduced it follows from Lemma 4 that U and V are

cyclically r-reduced.  Now suppose that in r-reducing UV exactly X r-symbols are

removed from U (and hence from V). Let U be the initial segment of U up to

and including the {\U\ - X)th r-symbol and let P be the rest of U. Let Q be the

initial segment of V up to but not including the (X + l)th r-symbol and let V be

the rest of V. Then U ends with t£, say, and P has initial segment ut6 where u

is r-free and S = ± 1; and Q has terminal segment t~6v with v r-free, and V starts

with r7 say {y = ±1). The r-reduced form of PQ is ukv where k is r-free and

belongs to K_s, and UukvV is r-reduced (so that UukvV is the r-reduced form of

UV). Let Z be the r-reduced form of VU.   Three cases arise:

Case (i). Neither all the t-symbols from V nor all the t-symbols from U are

removed in t-reducing VU to Z.

Using an elementary transformation of type (c) map {U, V) to {UP, UukvV),

and then map this pair to {PU, ukvZ) by an elementary transformation of type (d)

("conjugate by U"). Now {ukvZ) {PU) is r-reduced (since UP is) and

{ukvZ)~ '(Tí/)-1 is r-reduced (since UukvV is).  It will be shown that

{ukvZ)~l{PU) is r-reduced. Note that ukvZ has initial segment ukvty and PU

has initial segment uts. Thus {ukvZ)~l{PU) is r-reduced unless y = S and kv E

K_s. But if kv E K_s then v E K_s (since k does), and so y =£ 6, otherwise V

would not be r-reduced. Now take {U2, V2) to be the pair {ukvZ, (Tí/)-1).

Case (ii). All the t-symbols from U are removed in t-reducing VU to Z.

Transform (Í/, V) to {PU, ukvZ) as in Case (i). Suppose |Z| > 0. Then

{ukvZ)~l{PU)~l is r-reduced (since UukvV is), and {ukvZ){PU)~l is r-reduced

by Lemma 2. Just as in Case (i) it can be shown that {ukvZ)~l{PU) is r-reduced.

If \Z\ = 0 then it is clear that (u£uZ)-1(Ti/)-1, {ukvZ){PÜ)~l and

{ukvZ)~1{PÜ) are r-reduced. Now take {U2, V2) to be the pair {ukvZ, PÜ).

Case (iii). All the t-symbols from V, but not all the t-symbols from U, are

removed in t-reducing VU to Z.

This case reduces to Case (ii) by replacing {U, V) by {V~l, Í/-1).
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Stage 3.  Transformation of(U2, V2) to (¿73, V3).

Use the procedure of the proof of Lemma 8.

2.3 The second reduction theorem.  The aim of this section is to give an im-

proved version of Theorem 5 for HNN groups in which the associated subgroups

are malnormal in the base. It will be convenient to define a subgroup A of a group

B to be proper if A ¥= 1 and A ¥= B.

Theorem 6. Let G be a two-generator HNN group with base H, stable

letter t, and associated subgroups K_¡ and Kv and suppose that K_ l and K1 are

proper malnormal subgroups of H Let (X, Y) be a pair oft-reduced words in the

generators of G. Then (X, Y ) can be transformed by a finite sequence of elemen-

tary transformations to a pair (X, Y), where (X, Y ) generates G only if X has the

form tx where x is t-free, and Y is t-free and defines an element of K_ t.

If t-reducing is algorithmic then there is an algorithm for obtaining for any

pair (X, Y) the pair (X, Y).

The following consequence of the malnormality of K_i and Kl in H will be

used frequently throughout the proof of Theorem 6.

Lemma 9. Let Z be a t-reduced word with \Z\ > 0 and let h be a t-free

word. Suppose there is an integer nQ such that h"° =£ 1 in G and Z~ lh °Z is

not t-reduced.   Then Z~lh"Z is not t-reduced for all integers n.

Proof.   Suppose Z has initial segment zt£ where z is r-free.  Then z~ xh °z

GK_e and z~lh °z ¥= 1 in G. Now for any integer n, z~lh"z commutes with

z~lh"°z, and therefore lies in K_e by malnormality. Thus Z~lhnZ is not r-re-

duced, and the proof is complete.

Just as for Theorem 5 only the first part of Theorem 6 will be proved

explicitly; the reader will be able to obtain from this the algorithm needed for

the second part.

Let (X, Y) be the pair obtained from (X, Y) as in Theorem 5. It follows

from Theorem 5 that if \Y\ > 0 then sgp {X, Y} ¥= G, so in this case it suffices to

take (X Y ) to be the pair (X, Y).

Suppose that | Y\ = 0.  By considering the factor group of G by the normal

subgroup generated by H it is not difficult to see that if the exponent sum r of

X on r is different from 1 or —1 then (X, Y) (and therefore (X, Y)) does not

generate G.  Thus in the case when |y| = 0 and r =£ ±1 it again suffices to take

for (X Y) the pair (X Y). (Note that, since r ¥= ±1, |X| # 1.)

Now suppose that 1^1 = 0 and that r = ±1.  Let T be the initial segment

of X such that the r-reduced form of T~lXT is the cyclically r-reduced form U

of X   By Lemma 6 there is a i-free word h and a terminal segment T2 of T,

which is either empty or has r-length greater than zero, such that the r-reduced
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form of T~lYTis T21hT2. It will be shown that if \U\ =h 1, or |T2| ¥= 0, or

both i/-1T2-1/iT2i/and UT2lhT2U~l are r-reduced then sgp {£/, T2lhT2}±

G, and so in any of these situations (X, P) can be taken to be the pair

{U, T2xhT2).

Before proceeding with the proof it should be noticed that, since the expo-

nent of U on r is ±1, the r-length of U is odd.

Now a word in U and T21hT2 is equal in G to a word of the form

(2.1) UmiT2-lh"lT2Um2T2lh"2T2 • • • i/m'T2-1/z"'T2,

where / > 0, the mi are integers, nonzero except possibly for mx, the nt are in-

tegers with moduli less than the order of h in G, and are nonzero except possibly

for n¡. It will be shown that if \U\ ¥* 1, or |T2| =h 0, or both í/-1T2-1fcT2í/and

UT2lhT2U~l are r-reduced, then a word W as in (2.1) in which either / > 1 or

mx ¥= 0 has r-reduced form of r-length greater than zero, and therefore is not

equal in G to an element of H, by Britton's Lemma. It then follows that

sgp {U, T2 ihT2} n H Ç sgp {T2-xhT2}, and, in particular, that sgp {Í/, T2 lhT2}

Ct H is cyclic. Since a cyclic group has no proper malnormal subgroups

sgp {U, T2lhT2} C\H=t=H, and so sgp{i/, T2lhT2} * G.

In order to show that the r-reduced form of W has r-length greater than

zero it is convenient to consider several cases.

Case(i).   |T2|>0.

The subwords U  ' are r-reduced since U is cyclically r-reduced. It follows

from Lemma 9 that the subwords T2lhn'T2 {n¡ ¥= 0) are r-reduced. Also,

T2U and i/T2-1 are r-reduced by Lemma 5.  It now follows that in order to t-

reduce W it is only necessary to r-reduce the subword T2 lh lT2 in the case

when n¡ = 0; and it is thus easily seen that the r-reduced form of W has r-length

greater than zero.

Case (ii).   | T2 | = 0 {that is, T2 empty).

Subcase (ii)A.  For each integer n with hn + 1 in G, Uh"U, U~lhnU,

Uhn U"1 are t-reduced.

Then W is r-reduced, and I W\ > 0 since |i/| > 0.

Subcase (ii)B.  For some integer n0 with h"° =£ 1 in G, Uh"°Uis not

t-reduced.

Since i/is cyclically r-reduced and U{h"°U) is not r-reduced, it follows

from Lemma 4 that U~1h"°Uis r-reduced. Consequently U~xh"Uis r-re-

duced for all integers n for which h" =£ 1 in G, by Lemma 9.  Similarly, since

U~l{h    °U~l) is not r-reduced, UhnU~x is r-reduced for all n for which

h" ¥= 1 in G.  Now for any integer n the r-reduced form of Uh"U has an initial
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segment of /-length at least (|t7l + l)/2 identical with an initial segment of U,

and a terminal segment of r-length at least i\U\+ l)/2 identical with a terminal seg-

ment of U. (For the ((|i/l + l)/2)th r-symbol from the right-hand end of U coin-

cides with the ii\U\ + l)/2)th r-symbol from the left-hand end.  Consequently at

most 2((|(/| — l)/2) r-symbols can be removed in /-reducing UhnU.) It now fol-

lows that in order to r-reduce W it suffices to partition the sequence mv m2, . . . ,

m¡ into "blocks'

W/<1)'

ffi/(l)+l»     mj{\) + 2* " ' ' »     m/(2)'

"/(*)+1«       "7(j) + 2»

where the m's in the same block have the same sign and m's in consecutive blocks

have different signs, and then r-reduce the subwords

Umihni ... t7m/0)Ä"/(O
'

í/m/'(l)+l/2"/(l)+l    ...  i/m/(2)Ä"/(2)(

Umm+ »AB/(*)+i     • • . t7m'A"/.

It is thus not difficult to see that the r-reduced form of W has r-length greater than

zero.

Subcase (ii)C.  For some integer n0 with h"° ¥= 1 in G, U~1h"°U is not

t-reduced.

By Lemma 9, U~1hnU is not r-reduced for all integers n; in particular,

U~lhUis not r-reduced and so \U\ > 1 (remember it is being assumed that either

|L/| ^ 1, or |r2| # 0, or both U~lT2lhT2U, UT2lhT2U~l are r-reduced).

Since U is cyclically r-reduced and t7_1(Ä"i/) is not r-reduced it follows from

Lemma 4 that Uh" U is r-reduced for all integers n.

Now since the exponent sum of U on / is ±1, and since \U\ > 1, it follows

that the exponents on r in U do not all have the same sign. Thus U can be par-

titioned into three subwords, say U = PUQ, where

P = w0r£Wlr£ • • • teup,   Q = uqteuq+1te • • • teus,
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with uQ, «,,... , up; uq, uq+x, . . . ,us r-free, and where Ü has t~e as first

and last symbol.

Now in order to r-reduce U~xh"U Qi" + 1 in G) it is only necessary to

r-reduce P~ xh"P. To prove this it suffices to show that if the r-reduced form V

of P~ xhnP has r-length zero then Ü~x VÜ is r-reduced. Now if | V\ = 0 then V =

u~xku , where k is r-free and belongs to Ke, and k ¥= 1 in G. Thus Ü~x VÜ is

r-reduced unless u~xkup G jK"e. But if upxkup E Ke then wp G /^ (since Ke is

malnormal in H ana kE Ke), which contradicts the fact that U is r-reduced. In a

similar way it can be shown that if q < s then in order to r-reduce Uh"U~x

{hn ¥= 1 in G) it is only necessary to r-reduce QhnQ~x. This is also true if q = s.

To prove this it must be established that uji"u~x £ K_e. Now UQXhnu0 E K_£

(since U~xh"U is not r-reduced) and so if {usu0)u^xh"u0{usu0)~x EK_e

then «j«,, EK_e by malnormality. This contradicts the fact that U is cyclically

r-reduced.

It now follows that after r-reducing W the "central pieces" Ü±x of the sub-

words U±x remain, and so the r-reduced form of W has r-length greater than zero.

Subcase (ii)D.  For some integer n0 with h"° ¥= 1 in G, Uh"°U~x is not

t-reduced.

An argument similar to that used in Subcase (ii)C above (replace i/by U~x)

establishes that the r-reduced form of W has r-length greater than zero.

Since the above cases cover all possibilities this establishes that if \U\ =£ 1,

or |T21 * 0, or both of U~xT2xhT2U, UT2xhT2U~x are r-reduced then

sgp {U,T2xhT2}*G.

To complete the proof of the theorem the situation where \U\ = 1, |T2 I =

0 and one of U~xT2xhT2U, UT2~XhT2U~x is not r-reduced must be considered.

By inverting U if necessary it can be assumed that t occurs to exponent 1 in U.

Then U = dtg where d and g are r-free words. Moreover, by applying an elemen-

tary transformation of type (d) ("conjugate by dt") if necessary, it can be assumed

that UhU~x is not r-reduced. Then UhU~x has r-reduced form dkd~x, where

k is r-free and belongs to K_x. Then take (X, Y) to be the pair {tgd, k).

3. Determination of FE groups. The aim of this section is to verify that

various groups are FE or AFE groups. The first subsection concerns one-relator

groups with torsion, the second subsection deals with small cancellation groups,

and the third subsection concerns triangle groups.

3.1 One-relator groups with torsion.  In this subsection the following re-

sult will be proved.

Let H = <a, b;Pn > where P is a cyclically reduced word involving a and b,

and n > 1. Suppose that all the exponents to which a occurs in P have the

same sign, and that ifn = 2 then all the exponents to which b occurs in P also
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have the same sign.  Then H is a special AFE group relative to (a, b).

The proof, of course, consists of showing that Conditions 1—8 are satisfied.

Conditions 1 and 5 hold by the Freiheitssatz. Conditions 3 and 8 hold by

Lemma 2.1 of [21]. Condition 7 holds by Theorem 4.14 of [12] (see also

Corollary 1 of [20] ).

Condition 2. Let X be an integer.  It will be shown that sgp {ax, bx} n

sgp {a} - sgp {ax}. The fact that sgp {ax, bx} n sgp {b} = sgp {bx} is proved

similarly. The result is trivial if X = 0, ±1, so assume |X| > 1.  Let W be a freely

reduced word in ax, bx which involves b and defines an element a01 of sgp {a}.

Then it follows from Statement 1 on p. 1439 of [8] that when Wa~a is freely re-

duced it has a subword of the form Tn~lT1, where ris a cyclic permutation of

P or P~l, T=TXT2 and T1 involves both a and b, and it can easily be deduced

from this that there is a cyclic permutation S of P with the property that all the

exponents to which a occurs in S and all the exponents to which b occurs in S

are divisible by X. Thus the factor group of H by the normal subgroup generated

by {a\ bx} is the free product ¿ = {a, b;ax,bx). Now W = 1 in ¿, and so

aa = 1 in ¿.  Thus X divides a as required.

Condition 4.  Let A be a word in a, b  and suppose that a and h~lbh

generate H. Then it is required to show that h is expressible in the form b@aa .

To this end consider the set

\) = {v: v is a word in a and b, and ¿"ua" is equal to h in H

for suitable integers k and u},

and let w be an element of 1/ of minimal length. Suppose w is nonempty.  It will

be shown that sgp {a, w~xbw} is free of rank 2.  Consequently sgp {a, h~lbh} is

also free of rank 2 and is therefore not equal to H. It is important to note that

the minimality of w implies that the following holds.

(3.1) w starts with a or a'1 and ends with b or b~x, w does not contain

more than half a cyclic permutation of P" or its inverse, ifn = 3 then for no in-

teger y does way have a terminal segment identical with a cyclic permutation of

P±(-"~1\ifn = 2 then w is not half of any cyclic permutation of P±n.

Let / be a positive integer and let £,., t¡¡ (r = 1, 2, ...,/) be nonzero in-

tegers.  Let ß be the word a 1w~1br>1w • • • a lw~lbniw.   Observe that, as a

word in a and b, Q is freely reduced. Consequently, by Statement 1 on p. 1439 of

[8], ß is not equal to 1 in H provided it has no subword of the form Tn~lT1,

where T is a cyclic permutation of P or P~l, T = T{T2 and Tx involves a and b.

Now no subword of ß involving a-symbols from a subword w and a subword w~ *

can be identical with a subword of a cyclic permutation of P" or P~", for all the

exponents to which a occurs in P have the same sign. Moreover, if n = 2 then
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neither can a subword of Q involving ¿»-symbols from a subword w and a sub-

word w~x be identical with a subword of a cyclic permutation of P±n. Taking

(3.1) into account it follows that the only subwords of Q involving a and b which

could have the form jn~xTx are of one of the following types:

{vapbs)e ,p ¥= 0, v a nonempty terminal segment of w, s = 0 if n = 2;

{bqwapbsf, p * 0, s = 0 if n = 2;

{bqu)e, q =£ 0, « a nonempty initial segment of w.

It therefore suffices to show that none of the above words can have the form

T"_1 Tx. Since the inverse of a word of the form jn~xTx is of the same form,

it is enough to consider those cases when e = 1.

Suppose vapbs = Tn~xTx, where Tis a cyclic permutation of P±x, T =

TjT2 and Tx involves a and b. Assume first that apbs is a proper terminal seg-

ment of Tx, so that Tx = T'xapbs say, where T\ is nonempty.  Then v =

T"~XT'X. But this is impossible by (3.1). Now assume ap = ayar with r ¥= 0 and

T, = arbs. Then n > 2 (since s = 0 if n = 2) and vay = T"~x, and once again

this is impossible by (3.1).

Next suppose bqwapbs = Tn~xTx. Then T, = bqT'xapbs and so w =

{T'xapbsT2bq)n~xT'x. Thus if T¡ is nonempty, w is identical with more than half

a cyclic permutation of P" or its inverse, and if T'x is empty, w has the form

S"~x where S is a cyclic permutation of P±x. However both of these possibilities

contradict (3.1).

Finally, the fact that bqu does not have the form jn~xTx is verified by

considerations similar to uiose used above.

Condition 6.  This follows fairly easily from the verification above that

Condition 2 holds. It is not difficult to see that there is an algorithm for ob-

taining for any word h in a, b a word bKwa^ equal to h in H with w either empty

or satisfying (3.1). Then by what has been shown previously, h can be expressed

in the form b^aa if and only if w is empty.

3.2 Small cancellation groups.   The aim of this subsection is to establish the

following theorem.

Let H = (a, b; Rx, R2, . . . > and assume that H satisfies the small cancel-

lation condition C'(l/18). Suppose that for each relator R¡ either all the expo-

nents to which a occurs in R¡ have the same sign or all the exponents to which

b occurs in R¡ have the same sign, and that adjacent exponents in R¡ are coprime.

Assume further that aK is a relator if and only if bK is.   Then it is a special FE

group relative to (a^, b), where £ is coprime to the order of a.  If the number of

relators of H is finite then H is in fact a special AFE group relative to {a^,b).

The definition of adjacent exponents was given in §1.3.

The proof of the above theorem uses Corollary 4.1 (i) of [11].  It is
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worth remarking that if one supposes that each relator is either a positive or nega-

tive word then C'(l/18) can be replaced by C'(l/8) in the above.  For then H

satisfies the triangle condition T3 and so Corollary 4.1(h) of [11] is applicable.

(See Theorem 2 of [22].)

Before embarking on the main part of the proof it is convenient to treat two

special cases separately. Firstly, if H = (a, b;a, b) then the result is trivial.

Secondly, suppose H has a relator of length less than 18 involving a and b. Then

it is not difficult to show that then H = <a, b; (a£>5 )q > where |S | = 1 and q is

an integer with 1 < q < 8.  Then if q = 1 the result is trivial, and if q > 1 the

result follows from the previous subsection.  From now on it will be assumed that

H does not have a relator of length 1 and that every relator of H involving a and

b has length greater than 17. This assumption will not be repeated.

It will now be shown that H satisfies Conditions 1—4 and Condition 8.

Condition 1. Suppose first that each relator of H involves both a and b.

Then a and b have infinite order.  For suppose that am = 1 in H where m > 0.

Then it follows from Corollary 4.1 (i) of [11] that am has a subword ar which is

more than 5/6 of a cyclic permutation of a relator R¡ or its inverse.  Since R¡

involves b, ar~i is a piece and so r — 1 < LiR¡)/18.   However r — 1 >

5¿(/?I)/6 - 1, and so L(R¡) = 1 which is a contradiction.  In the same way bm

¥* 1 for every positive integer m.

Now suppose that aK and bK are relators, where it may be assumed that k >

0. By the small cancellation condition every other relator involves a and b.  Sup-

pose that m is the order of a. Then k must be a multiple of m, say k = Xw.

Now am has a subword which is more than 5/6 of a cyclic permutation of a relator

R¡ or its inverse, and an argument similar to that in the previous paragraph shows

that R¡ = aK. Thus X = 1.  In a similar way, k is the order of b in H.

In the following y will denote the order of a and b in H.  Note that, by

what has been shown above,

(3.2) y is infinite if each relator of H involves a and b; y is finite and equal

to \k\ if aK is a relator.

Condition 2. It will be shown that for every integer X, sgp {a\ bx} n

sgp {a} = sgp {ax}. The fact that sgp {ax, bx} n sgp {b} = sgp {bx}is proved

similarly. The result is trivial if X = 0, or if X is coprime to the order of a, so

assume X i= 0 and that the highest common factor p. of X and y is greater than 1.

Then it suffices to show that sgp {aM, bß} n sgp {a} = sgp {aM }.

Let a 1br>1 • • • a lbni be a typical element of sgp {aM, £M}-where / > 0,

the %■ and r¡¡ axe integers, nonzero except possibly for %x and rj;, \%.\, I17J <

7/2, the %t and 77,. are divisible by ju-and suppose a 1bVl • • • a 'ô17' G sgp {a}.

Then an equation a01^1 • • • a 'bv' = 1 takes place in H. Here |a| < 7/2.  Let
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Q denote the word on the left-hand side of this equation.   Then it suffices to

show that Q is empty.

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that Q is nonempty. Then it follows

from (3.2) and Corollary 4.1 (i) of [11] that Q has a subword involving a and b

which is more than 5/6 of a cyclic permutation Rf of a relator or its inverse.

Since adjacent exponents in each relator are coprime the only possible subwords

of Q involving a and b which could be more than 5/6 of R f have the form

{apbqarbs)e. Suppose that {apbqarbs)€ is a subword of Rf and

\p\ + \q\ + \r\ + \s\ > 5L{R*)/6.

This implies that one of \p\, \q\, \r\, \s\ is greater than SL{Rf)/24. Assume for

example that \p\ > 5L{R*)/24. Since alpl_1 is a piece and H satisfies C'(l/18),

|p| - 1 <Z,(R*)/18.  Consequently L{Rf)< 7, which is a contradiction.

Conditions 3, 4, 8. The verifications that these conditions hold can be

done simultaneously. Suppose h is a word in a and b for which one of the follow-

ing equations holds in H

(3.3) hrxamhan = \,

(3.4) h~xbmhbn = 1,

(3.5) ailh~xb'nxh • • • a%lh~xbrXlh = 1.

Here /is a positive integer and m, n, % x, r\x, . . . , %t, r¡¡ are nonzero integers with

moduli less than or equal 7/2. It will be shown that if (3.3) holds then h G

sgp {a}, if (3.4) holds then h G sgp {£>}, and if (3.5) holds then h is equal in H to

a word of the form b&aa. The first two conclusions imply that sgp {a} and

sgp {£>} are malnormal in H; the third conclusion implies that sgp {a, h~xbh} is

the free product of sgp {a} and sgp {h~xbh} unless h = b^aa in H, and from this

it can be deduced that Condition 4 holds. It also follows from this third con-

clusion that Condition 8 holds.  For iiamh~xbnh = 1 in H where am =£ 1 and

b" + 1 then h = bßaa in H, so that am = b~". Consequently H has a centre,

contradicting Theorem XI (i) of [7].

Obtain from h a word equal to h in H which is freely reduced and does

not contain more than half a cyclic permutation of a relator or its inverse.

Replace h in (3.3), (3.4) or (3.5) by this new word and cyclically reduce the

word on the left-hand side of the equation. Then according as to whether (3.3),

(3.4) or (3.5) holds one of the following is obtained.

(3.3') w3-1amw3a" = 1,

(3.4') w^xbmw4b" = 1,
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(3.5') àtlwflbniws • «• a%lW¡lbn'ws = 1.

Here w3 is either empty or starts and ends with a ô-symbol, w4 is either empty

or starts and ends with an a-symbol, ws is empty or starts with an a-symbol and

ends with a ¿»-symbol. To complete the proof it suffices to show that if w¡ (i =

3, 4, 5) is nonempty then equation (3.i') is impossible.

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that w¡ is nonempty and let Q¡ denote

the word on the left-hand side of (3.i').  Since Q¡ is equal to 1 in H it follows

from (3.2) and Corollary 4.1 (i) of [11] that Q¡ has a subword involving a and b

which is more than 5/6 of a cyclic permutation /?* of a relator or its inverse.

Since either all the exponents to which a occurs in R? have the same sign or all

the exponents to which b occurs in R* have the same sign, the only possible sub-

words of Q¡ involving a and b which could be more than 5/6 of R* have the form

ixpvxqyrxs)e. Here v is a subword of w¡ orw;"';j:6 {a, b} and y G {a, b}\{x};

p, q, r, s axe integers at least one of which is zero.

Suppose ixpvxqyrxs)e is a subword of R* and Lixpvxqyrxs) > 5¿(/?*)/6.

Since L(v) < L(R*)I2 it follows that \p\ + \q\ + \r\ + \s\> L{R*)/3. Conse-

quently at least one of \p\, \q\, \r\, \s\ is greater than ¿(i?*)/9 (remembering

that one of p, q, r, s is zero).  Suppose, for example, that \p\ > ¿(R*)/9. Since

x'p'-1 is a piece and H satisfies C'(l/18), |p| - 1 <¿(R*)/18. Hence L(R* ) <

18, which is a contradiction. This completes the verification that Conditions 3, 4

and 8 hold.

To finish the proof of the theorem it must be shown that if H is finitely

presented then Conditions 5, 6, 7 hold. That Condition 5 holds follows from the

verification of Condition 1. The fact that Conditions 6 and 7 hold follows from

the verification of Conditions 3 and 4.  For observe that if H has finitely many

relators then equation (3.i') (i = 3, 4, 5) is obtained algorithmically from equa-

tion (3.i). Then h G sgp {a} if and only if w3 is empty, h G sgp {b} if and only

if w4 is empty, and h is expressible in the form b^aa if and only if w5 is empty.

3.3 Triangle groups.  It will be shown in this subsection that if H =

(a, b; ap, bp, iab)q > where 2/p + llq < 1 then H is an FE group relative to

(a?, b), where £ is coprime to p; moreover, ifp>4 then His an AFE group. (4)

It should be mentioned that this result follows for a large number of values of

the pair (p, q) from the theorem of the previous subsection.

Conditions 1, 5.  Both a and b have order p [10, Corollary 2].

Condition 2. If X is a nonzero integer then sgp {ax, bx} = H if X is co-

prime to p, and sgp {ax, bx} = sgp {ax} * sgp {bx} otherwise.  In either case, it

follows easily that sgp{a\ bx} n sgp {a} = sgp{ax} and sgp{a\ bx} n sgp{¿>} =

sgp{bx}.
-—

(4) I thank Dr. G. Rosenberger for helping me with this subsection.
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Conditions 3, 8. See Corollary 2 of [10].

Condition 4. A proof that this holds is indicated on pp. 241—242 of [26].

Conditions 6, 7.  Suppose p > 4. Then H satisfies C(4) and T3 [11], and

so the word problem for H is solvable, by Theorem II of [11].  Since a and b

have finite order it follows that Conditions 6 and 7 hold.

Added in Proof (May 19, 1975). With regard to the problem raised in

the third from the last paragraph on p. 336, the author has recently established that

if G = (a, t;Rn), where n > 1, and where R is not a power of a primitive, then

G has one Nielsen equivalence class.

The problem of McCool and Pietrowski mentioned on p. 343 has been solved

affirmatively by A. M. Brunner.
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